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Eliciting responses, either In person or
by phone, from a nationally representative sample of American citizens
about their experiences as victims of
crime Is a very dellca te exercise In
data collection. Thus, the National
Crime Survey (NCS), which asks nearly
100,000 Americans each year about the
Impact of crime on their lives, has been
the subject of the most searching scrutiny in an assessment of the survey
program sponsored by the Bureau of
Justice Statistics (BJS) and Its
predecessor agency, the National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics
Service. This redesign of the NCS has
produced consequential improvements
In the victimization survey following
years of study by a consortium of
na tlonal consulting organizations,
university-based researchers, and
cognizant Federal sta tistlcians.
Every aspect of our national survey
was examined:
(1) Which questions about the criminal IncIdent should be asked, and In
what order, from the questIonnaIre or
survey Instrument?
(2) What screening or lead-In questions are most effectIve In helpIng
people remember and report criminal
vIctimization?
(3) How long a reporting period
should be covered by the Interview?
(4) What Is the best sample design
for reaching potential victims In this
country?
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The National Crime Survey (NCS) of
victimization in the United States,
which began in 1973, is the second
largest ongoing survey undertaken
by the Federal Government and is
the largest statistical operation
supported by the Bureau of Justice
Statistics (BJS). Twice each year
the Bureau of the Census, under
contract to BJS, conducts interviews of approximately 100,000 persons in a nationally representative
sample of roughly 50,000 American
households. BJS conducts subsequent detailed data analysis and
publishes numerous reports describIng the level and nature of criminal
victimization In the United States.
Because the NCS provides a critical
measure of the Impact of crime on
American citizens, BJS has an obligation to ensure the quality,
accuracy, and timeliness of the data
emanating from this survey.
This report provides an overview
of an extensive project to evaluate
and redesign the National Crime
Survey. The project began in 1979
in response to an evaluation by the
National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) and an internal review by the

National CrImInal Justice Information
and Statistics ServIce (NCJISS), the
predecessor of the Bureau of Justice
Statistics. Subsequent work was conducted by a consortIum of universIties
and private research firms together
with staff at BJS and the Bureau of
the Census. The fruIts of the resultIng research and development effort
are already evident in changes In the
survey introduced In 1986; more
comprehensive ctuinges will be Implemented over the next several years.
TWs report provides background data
on the NCS, describes the roots and
organization of the l'edesign project,
discusses issues addressed by the
redesign, and highlights the major
design changes that have been or will
be adopted.
BJS Is pleased to announce the
completion and implementation of
plans for this extensive redesign
effort. In particular we want to
commend our colleagues at the Bureau
of the Census both for their help In
the redesign report and for their
continuous day-to-day dedication to
accuracy In the collection of vIctimization data.
JoseDh M. Bessette

Actiflg Director
l______________________________________
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(5) What 18 the minimum age at
which respondents can be expected to
understand and answer questions
accurately about harms they have
experienced?

(6) How can computerized Inter-l}iewing technology improve the accw:acy
and quality control of vlctlmbr.at!on
survey data?

(7) How can survey information be
improved on such questions as what victims should do to protect t)lemselves,'
domestic violence, substance abuse'by
offenders, and victims' experience with
the criminal Justice system?
(8) How should crimes be measured
and counted when respondents have
been victimized so I]lanytlmes that·
they are unable to remember the specific details of each event?
This technical report chronicles our
attempt to answer these questions for
the survey that provides American
citizens with one of the very few
opportunities they have to record the
personal and human aspects of being a
victim of crime.

The Statistics Division of LEAA had
to address a number of questions before
the survey could begin collecting data.
Among lhase issues were,.• strategies to maximize accurate
reporting of victimization characteristics
• how to cope with erroneous recall of
the date oJ a crime Incident
• the optimum length of the reference
period for respondent recall of victimization incidents
• the degree to which UCR definitions
would be emulated In classifying cr!mes
• the sample size required to produce
reliable victimization estlmate,\i\'
• the most appropriate mode "I. data
collection--personal intervhH~s vs. mail
questionnaires
• the extent to which pr'DJ.-Y interviewIng would be used.

L NCS background

BuUding on the experience and recommendations of both the President's
Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice in the mid1960's and the criminal justice statistics conferences sponsored by the
Bureau of the Census In 1967 and 1968,
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) Statistics Division
began to plan to Implement a National
Victimization Survey (later renamed
the National Crime Survey) in 1969"
The survey was conceived to satisfy
two broad goals in providing Information on the Incidence of crime and its
effect on victims. The first goal was to
launch a time series tr.%cing changes
both In the incidencff ftl crime and in
the association of ':<!ll:'ious descriptive
attributes with {ll'.'imlnal victimization.
The second gc..fI! was to create a vehicle
that would !!Jllow study of particular
research <:;juestlons related t,o criminal
victimw.atlon, such as the relationship
of v~1~tlms to offenders, the cost of
c<;,,!me, and the vulnerablllty of various
types of Individuals and businesses to
victimization. The NCS was Intended
to complement information available
from the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports
(UCR) by collecting data on crimes not
reported to the police and by providing
more detailed information Oll victims
and victimization Incidents.

To reach decisl'l.ms on these questions,
the Census Bl)~eP.lU conducted a number
of pilot stud(~ in 1970 and 1971. The
earliest ot these, in Washington, D.C.,
Baltlmr ~'~, Md., and San Jose, Calif.,
com!?l'lsed "reverse record check
stUd0S," in which known victims
~klentifled through police records) were
interviewed to test the questionnaire~
General population surveys were also
conducted In San Jose and in Dayton,
Ohio, at the same time as the San Jose
reverse record check study. rn addition
to these local tests, four victimization
supplements were added to the Quarterly Household Survey (QHS), which
was administered nationally In January
and July of 1571 and 1972.
The NCS was Inaugurated In July
1972 and initially consisted of three
distinct data collection programs--the
National Crime Panel, the Commercial
Victimization Survey, and a program of
victimization surveys In selected major
urban centers. The National Crime
Panel is the only surviving data series
from the orIginal NCS program and is
now known as the National Crime Survey. This data series provides national
data on personal and household crimes
and currently interviews members of
approximately 49,000 households at 6month Intervals. A stratified area
probabllity sample Is used to select
households for participation in the
survey, and a rotating panel design Is
utlllzed, which requires seven successive interviews at a housing location
before the housing location Is retired
from the sample. To provide an even
workload, a sixth of the active sample
Is Interviewed each month.

The survey currenti1 ~oHects data on
the occurrence of violent crimes (rape,
robbery, and simple and aggravated assault), person&! crimes of theft (personal
larceny with and without contact), and
household crimes (household larceny,
household burglary, and motor vehicle
theft). In addition, Information on
incident attributes Is collected and
includes• whether the crime was completed or
attempted
• whether it was reported to the police
• the number of oftenders and their
characteristics, including their
relationship to the victim
• substance abuse by offenders
• use of weapons by offenders
• the time, place, and date of
occurrence
• any Inlury or property loss suffered by
the victim and any related consequences,
such as hospitalization, time lost from
work, insurance payments, and property
recovery
• any actions taken by victims to protect themselves or pro[)0rty at the time
of the incident.
Basic demographic Information on
the households of all respondents, such
as family income, number of household
members, and frequency of residential
moblllty, as well as personal data on
each respondent (age, race, ethniclty,
sex, marital status, relationship to
other household members, education,
and membership in the Armed Forces)
are also collected.
Current BJB objectives for the NCB
program are as follows:
• To provide trend data that will serve
as a set of continuous and comparable
national social Indicators for the rate
of victimization for selected crimes of
violence and crimes of theft and for
other factors related to crime and
victimization In support of national
criminal justice policy and declslonmaking and in support of Informed
public dlscU88ion.
• To provide pollcymakers at the national, State, and local levels as well as
the research community with a data
base that constitutes the best available
empirical information concerning crime
victims and victimization.
• To facilitate analytical research on
Issues of public concern and of consequence to the development of national,
State, and local criminal justice policy.
• To provide empirical Information relevant to understanding the differences
between the rate of crime. reported to
the police and the victimization rate.
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• To provlae empirical Information concerning the characteristics of victims
and consequences of the victimization
that will be useful In designing, Implementing, and maintaining victim
assistance programs.
• To provide empirical information that
assists individuals and households in
avoiding victimization.
• To assist State and local governments
in evaluating the feasibility and utility
of local victimization surveys.
• To provide empirical Information on
perceived satisfaction with the criminal
justice system.
• To gather information on a regular
basis concerning attitudes toward
crime, criml'nals, and crime control.

n.

Genesis of the MCS redesign

The roots of the NCS redesign extend
back a decade to an evaluation of the
program by the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS). The academy's recommendations concerning :fCS redesign
were published in 1976. Among the
NAS recommendations were the
followlngt
• More NCS resources should be
devoted to "delineation of product
objectives, to managerial coordination,
to data analysis and dissemination, end
to a continuing program of methodological research and evaluation."
• The N CS should produce "not only
nationwide and regional data, but, on
the same timetable, estimates for
separately identifiable Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMBA's) and
for at least the five largest central
cities within them •••• "
• The NCB screener, that is, that part
of the questionnaire that ascertains
whether the respondent has been a
crime victim, needs to be drastically
altered to increase its effectiveness in
prodding respondents' memories and to
minimize its complexity.

Following the academy's evaluation,
was begun that ultimately Indicated a
need for intensive examination and
subsequent redesign of the NCB. A
project was subsequently approved that
would comprise a comprehensive reexa,mlnatlon of all aspects of the NCB,
Including questionnaire design, sample,
collection strategies, administration of
the survey, error properties, analytic
capabilities, dissemination of data and
findings, and utilization of NCS elata.
In 1979, after a competitive procurement process, a contract was awarded
to the Bureau of. Social Science
Research (BSSR) In Washington, D.C.,
to perform this work. BBBR headed a
consortium of criminological, survey
design, and statistical experts who
contributed to various phases of the
project. In addition, the project received guidance from an Advisory Panel
drawn from the criminal justice, statlstice, and social science communities.

The NCS questionnaire Is divided Into
two component.-an Initial soreener
given to all respondents and a crime
incident form, which collects detailed
Information about each Incident. The
redesign project Investigated a number
of promising changes in screening
strategy to Increase the number of
eligible Incidents reported. A major
question was whether the current
approach-which Involves asking respondents directly about several types
of violent or theft-related eventsadequately stimulates respondents'
memories of crimes that they had
experienced during the previous 8
months. A relate~ concern was that
certain classes of respondents, differentiated by education, Income, and
race, might react differently to the
screening task, thereby producing
biases related to these attributes.

The composition of this consortium
varied over the life of the ilroject,
reflecting the changing nature of the
work required during different phases
of the redesign. The following organizations participated in the consortium
over the course of the project: CarnegieMellon University, the National Opinion
Res~arch Center, the Research Triangle
Institute, the Survey Research Center
at the University of Michigan, Westat,
and Yale University. In addition, a
number of consultants were hired for
various short-term and Intermittent
tasks, which included statistical
modeling and questionnaire construction.

The major proposed changes that
were ultimately tested included asking
respondents about victimizations that
occurred in various lIfs "domains" such
as work and leisure, providing many
short cues to help trigger memory of
incidents In these life contexts, and
attempting to evoke the sort of emotional states that might result from a
crime incident (such as anger or fear)
before administering the I3creening
questions. The aim of these innovations
was both to elicit increased reporting
of crime incidents and to structure the
recall task to a greater degree 80 that
cognitive anc! subcultural dlfferenc£rB
among respondents would have a
smaller Impact on the reporting of
crime Incidents.

llL Jauea addressed
by the MCS redeslp

The research and development work
undertaken for the NCS redesign
focused on three broad concerns: The
accuracy of data collected by the
survey, the methodoloiY used to collect
data, and the enhancement of options
for data analysis provided by the
survey.
A. Accuracy

• Additional questions need to be added
to allow measurement of Independent
variables Important for understanding
the dynamics of crime victimization.
These would Include questions dealing
with ecological factors, victim characteristics, lifestyle, and protective or
preventive measures.
• "A major methodological effort on
optimum field and survey design for the
NCB should be undertaken."

1. Screening strat.,.

an internal review of the NCS program

There are several sources of error In
NCB data. Among these are respondent
failure to report crime Incidents, errors
in dating the occurrence of victimizations, and Inaccuracy in reporting
incident details. The redesign project
examined a numoo~' of NCB features in
which changes mil!;ht improve the
accuracy of crime incident data.

1Surveylng Crime, Bettye K. Eidson Penick, ed.
(WQ8hllllftODl National Academy ot Sclence8, 1916).
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Tests of these proposed changes to
the screener were conducted In 1981,
1983, 1984, and 1985. Refinements to
the new s1!reenlng strategy ultimately
produced an overall improvement of
2896 In victimization reporting when
compared In a split ballot test to a
prooedure virtually identical to that
currently In use. These results were
very promising, and, as a result, the
Census Bureau Is conduotlng a national
test of a screener based on these Improvements with the goal of ultimately
replacing the current NCB screener.
This new screener adopts the short-ouel
approach used in earlier tests and
incorporates questions evoking different life domains. However, it does not
include questions designed' to evoke
emotional states, given the negligible
effect of these Items in earlier test..

The impact of NCB respondent rules
on victimization reporting was also
studied as part of the NCS redesign
project. Currently, all respondents in a
household are asked screening questions
regarding crimes of violence and personal theft. However, for household
crimes (household larceny, burglary,
and motor vehicle theft), one knowledgeable household member Is selected
as a household respondent. Analysis of
reporting rates revealed that household
respondentfl are more likely to report
personal Incidents than are nonhousehold respondents. This effect may be
partially attributed to NOS InterviewIng procedures that could be easUy
corrected. However, the effect may
also be the result of the respondent
having the added stimulation of hearing
the household screening questions
before the personal questionnaire
items. To correct for this effect, and
to encourage tuller reporting of
household crime Incidents, the NCB
~edesign Consortium reIJommended
that a uniform screening procedure be
adopted in which all household members
would be given both personal and household screening questions.
This was perhaps the most complex
issue that the redesign project faced,
and it is beyond the scope of this report
to detail t~e tradeoffs that had to be
evaluated. However, after all avaUable Information on the current and
uniform screening models had been
weighed, it became apparent that there
was no way to design a household
screening procedure that was entirely
free of error. In our opinion, the
proposed remedies for the household
respondent effect would have substituted .pther difficulties and biases in
producing reliable household crime estimates. Further, the presence of other
household members during an interview,
which may have biasing effects for both
the current and proposed uniform
screening procedures, cannot be controlled by the interviewer and therefore
introduces an additional source of
error. Ultimately, BJB chose to retain
the current procedure because Its error
properties are at least partly understood and because a superior
alternative was not available, in spite
of great fllffort to produoe one.
2For a more complete treatment of this Issue, see
Redesign or the National Crime Surve'i,
NCJ-1l1457, February 1989.

2. Bounding

3. Reference period Issues

Another source of NCS error is the
Inaccurate reporting of the dates or
time periods during which victimizations occurred. Events may be reported
to have taken place later than they
actually occurred (forward telescoping)
or earlier (backward telescoping). NCB
data collection procedures are designed
to minimize such error by "bounding"
interviews with data collected during
previous interviews. Incidents reported
during the second through seventh interviews at Ii housing location are
checked against data reported during
the previous interview to ensure that
the Incident Is Indeed a new one and did
not occur during the previous reference
period. Because the first Interview Is
unbounded, these data are not currently
used for estimation and are used only to
bound the sublJequent Interview.
However, if a respondent Is unavailable
for one or more interviews while he or
she is in sample and is then subsequently interviewed, data collected
during this later interview are necessarily unbounded. Also, data will be
unbounded for Individuals who become
household members after the initial
interview of a household and for replacement households that enter the
sample because the original household
has moved. Unlike data collected
during Initial Interviews, unbounded data
collected In these cases are in fact used
In estimation. The proposed strategy to
reduce the amount of such unbounded
data Is the adoption of a longitudinal
design for the NCB in which original
sample persons would be retained In
sample and followed If they move~
from the orilinal sample location.

The reference period for a particular
Inter.vlew is defined as that segment of
time during which crime victimizations
are eUglble to be reported. Since the
Inception of the NCS, the reference
period has been the 6-month period
ending on the last day of the month
preceding the Interview. In InvestigatIng the effect of reference period length
on the volume of crimes reported, the
NCS Redesign Consortium found that
Incidents are disproportionately reported to have occurred toward the end
of the reference period. This finding
may be due either to forward 'telescoping within the reference period or to
disproportionate memory failure for
incidents further from the date of
interview. To reduce this type of reporting error, the consortium recommended shortening the reference
period.

Althoush data collected during the
first Interview at a housing location are
Inherently unbounded, the redesign
project investllated the feasibility of
beginning to use these data In estimation. The proposed solution was to
atijust these data for inflated victimization reporting due to lack of
bounding, tfine-In-sample effects, and
other design features. This strategy
would allow either an Increase in
precision by effectively increasing the
usable NCS sample size by a sixth or a
major cost savings through a sample
cut. BJS has approved this change In
use of initial Interview data, but a final
decision on the date for implementing
this revision awaits further development of the adjustment procedures by
the Census Bureau.
3See the following section on longitudinal deslin for
characteristics and other benefltl ot this approach.
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Adopting this option would Increase
the data collection budget of the NCB,
however, because more interviews
would be required over a given time
period. With a fixed data collection
budget, the alternative option would be
to cut sample size, avoiding an increase
in the number of interviews conducted.
This option would result in increased
sampling error for the NCB, making it
more difficult to detect annual changes
In NCB rates. Therefore, no option was
superior on all relevant parameters.
Considering the Importance of reliable
calculation of annual changes In NCB
rates against the potential errors
I'esulting from a longer reference
period, BJB decided to retain the
current 6-month reference period.
Although the 6-month reference period
will be retained, BJB did decide to
make other changes in practices for accepting Incident reports for a particular
Interview. Currently, If a respondent
reports an Incident that occurred In the
month of the interview, that Is, atter
the reference period that the interview
coveril, he or she is asked to defer
giving details on this crime until the
next Interview. This practice provlde~.
a temporal breakoff, which aids com.,
puting crime estimates but risks later
inaccurate rece.ll or even failure to
report these incidents. To rem(!,dy this
problem, BJS will Implement ~n
Interview-to-intervlew recounting
procedure that accepts repol'ts of all
incidents that have occurred since the
previous interview. Dataior all 1I1CIdents that have occurred after the end
of the l'eference period :will be attached
to the data record for t:he subsequent
interview. This chang/l: in interviewing
procedures will be phflJled In along with
the new short-cues screening interview.

I

I

4. Series crimes

B. Do.ta collection

One class of crime that presents particular difficulties for estimation and for
collecting detailed crime data Is the
series crime--that in which the respondent has been repeatedly victimized to the point that details blur In
memory and cannot be disentangled
into separate crime incident reports.
(Some examples are repeated spouse
abuse, frequent incidents of vandalism,
and regular threats or actual assault at
school.) A series Incident is currently
defined as a crime in which at least
three similar Incidents have occurred
and for which the respondent cannot
recall dates and details well enough to
report them separately. At thIs time,
crime incident data are collected ol)ly
for the most recent series event.

In addition to changes In the way
crime incident data are elicited and
organized, the NCS redesign also examined the techniques used to collect
data, including sample design, data
collection technologies, and respondent
rules. This work provided Ii number of
suggestions both for Improving data
quality and for reducing costs.

}'!nally, alternate ways to stratify
the NCB sample were studied in order
to make it more accurate. One major
change was to stratify by a composite
crime index developed from the FBI's
UCR data. This change was implemented in 1986 as part of a sample
redesign based on the 1980 decennial
census and should enable production of
NCS estimates that are closer to popula tlon values.

1. Sample design

2. Longitudinal design

A number of options for revising the
NCS sample design were evaluated
during the course of the redesign
project. One alternative was a dualframe, mixed-mode design that would
use simultaneous samples of telephone
numbers and addresses. Telephone
interviews would be taken with those in
the F-andom-dlgit-dial (ROD) telephone
sample, and a combination of telephone
and personal visit interviews would be
used for the area (address) frame
cases. Although development costs
would be larger than for a single-frame
design, this option would result in
reduced field costs and would provide
better measurement of collection mode
effects (telephone vs. personal
interview) than the current design.

Throughout the project, the NCS
Redesign Consortium considered proposals for substituting a true
longitudinal design for the current
cross-Sf'!ctional data structure. This
design c>,~~ge was evaluated in terms
of Its potentIal for enhanced accuracy,
analytic options, feasibility, and cost.
The NCS has had some features of a
longitudinal survey since its Inception,
in that rotating panels of householdS
are interviewed for seven successive
Interviews at 6-month intervals. However, no attempt is made to retain in
sample those respondents who move,
though attempts to link NCS records
have been performed after the fact by
independent researchers for special
purposes. Retaining in sample those
respondents who move and introducing
a,longitudinal processing system facilitating record linkage will allow use of
more powerful statistical techniques
for calculating annual change estimates
and will enhance the long-term representativeness of a population-based
NCS sample, thereby reducing error. In
addition to its potential for reducing
unbounded data, such a design will allow us to address a number of important analytic Issues more fully:
.. the long-term consequences of
criminal victimization
• long-term contacts of victims with
the criminal justice system
• the dynamics of repeated victimization
• time-related causal factors In
victl III ization
• the role of crime victimization In
geographic mobility.

SerIes incidents have been excluded
from annual victimization estimates,
and in recent years special NCS reports
have counted them as only one victimization. In both cases, crime Incidents
are obviously undercounted, but BJS has
been reluctant to weight these Incidents up to the estimated number of
recurrences. One reason for this
practice is that several different types
of crime may be bound together in a
series. In such a case, the type of
crime committed in the last Incident in
the series would be inflated above Its
actual level. Similar distortions may
occur when respondents indicate that
they have experienced a very large
number of victimizations (for example,
''This has happened to me hundreds of
times. II). Another problem is that multiple victimizations, such as continual
spouse abuse, are not easily recalled as
a discrete number of victimization
incidents, and attempting to record this
type of series victimization as an
enumeration of incidents may not accurately reflect the nature of this type
of victimization.
Recognizing the difficulty that series
crimes pose, BJS has decided to raise
the minimum threshold for accepting a
series report from three to six incidents, implementing this revision with
the new screener. The result will be
that if a respondent reports three to
five similar incidents to an interviewer,
data on each incident will be collected.
Under current procedures, the interviewer might record one series Incident
instead. We will continue to collect
da ta on the characteristics of the last
incident in a series but will also gather
Information on the aggregate character
of incidents in a series.

This option was rejected for two
reasons: First, telephone interviews
not preceded by an interview conducted
in person produced disappointing
response rates in NCS tests; second,
there Is little Information available on
cumulative response rates for RODbased panel surveys, and time and funds
were not adequate to conduct a
multlwave test of ROD data collection. Given the effort and expense that
would be required to develop an ROD
sampling frame and the risk that use of
this frame might be discontinued, BJS
decided not to Implement a randomdigit-dlalr.>hone sample at this time.
Another design option was to terminate use of the present sampling frame
based on decennial census address
records and replace it with a frame
listed by Census Bureau field personnel
before selection of sample housing
units. Such a design would increase
costs at the sampling stage but free
BJS to use the sample units for followup surveys that could be conducted
by non-Cen.'lus Bureau organizations.
Title XIII statutory restrictions
covering decennial census records
prohibit such use with the current
sample. This option was ultimately
rejected because its potential utility
did not justify the substantial costs
required to implement and maintain the
sampling frame.
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BJS has endorsed the implementation
of a full person-based longitudinal
design. This design would follow persons interviewed in the first wave of a
panel for a total of seven waves, regardless of where they moved within
the United States. All age-eligible
members of households in which any
principal person resides would also be
Interviewed at each wave.

National Crime Survey redesign long-term implementation schedule:
Questionnaire testing, processing system development, and instrument comparisons
July 1987

October 1987

January 1ga8

Questionnaire
testing and
revisions

April 1988

Conduct wave 1 of
national questionnaire test

July 1988

Submit proposed
questionnaire
package for
waves 1 & 2 of
national test

Obtain OMS clearance and signoff
for waves 1 & 2 of
national test

Submit packages
for 5% stage of
phase-in and for
long-term data
quality test

Analyze results
and revise
questionnaire

Obtain OMS clearance and slgnoff
for 5% phase-in and
for long-term data
quality test

\
··
quest
lonnalre
Prepare
forms and train interviewers for 5% phase-in

Phase-in of new
questionnaire
and comparisons to
current Instrument

July 1989

Phase-In of new
qUestionnaire and
comparisons to
current Instrument

J

Conduct wave 2 of
national questionnaire test

Analyze results
and revise
questionnaire
Office of Management and Budget
reviews

October 1988

October 1 989

Prepare questionnaire
forms and train Interviewers for 50% phase-in

July 1991

October 1991

January 1990

April 1990

July 1990

Implement 50%
stage of phase-in

January 1992

J

Final decision
Tra'
to implement 100% for
stage of phase-in

April 1992

Implement 100%
Develop and implement statistical splicing techniques to
Phase-In of new
stage of phase-in
compare effects of current and new questionnaires on
questionnaire
victimization reporting. Utilize data collected during 50%
and comparisons to
stage of phase-in for controlled comparisons.
current Instrument
Processing system,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...... First preliminary
in place
release using
long-term data
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October 1 990

July 1992

Implement
splicing
routines

October 1992

First final release
using long-term data

1:-

I~nuary
. 1989

April 1989

I

Submit final
questionnaire
package (50%
stage of phase-in)

/

Obtain OMS clearance and signoff
for final questionnaire package (50%
stage of phase-in)

Final decision to
implement 50%
stage of phase-in

begin work on
l of phase-in
levelop
;J system
Iplement5%
age of phase-in
Conduct long-term
data quality test
Analyze long-term
data quality test

~nuary 1991

!n interviewers
100% phase-in

April 1991

Implementing this design would likely
cause a smalllncrease in NCB variances
and nonsampllng error but a large increase In the costs of the survey.
There are also major programming and
design problems to be resolved before
such a design could be implemented by
the Census Bureau. Consequently, BJS
does not yet have a schedule for this
change. A final decision awaits review
of the cost Implications of adopting a
full longitudinal design and the characteristics of the longitudinal processing
system and file production procedures
developed by the Census Bureau for the
Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP), which has longitudinal
characteristics similar to those required for the N CS.
As an Interim measure, BJS plans to
attach a longitudinal supplement to the
current NCS design. This supplement
will identify a subpopulatlon of
interest--for example, victims of
violent crlme--and will ask a set of
followup questions at the next Interview regarding consequences and
subsequent contact with the criminal
justice system. Victims who have
moved from the sample add!.'css will be
followed to obtain these data.

3. Collection modes

As part of the NCS redesign, BJS evaluated a number of alternative daY.a collection modes. In addition to personal
and telephone interviewing in use at the
time, alternatives included ComputerAssisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI),
Computer-Assisted Personal InterviewIng (CAPI), and self-administered questionnaires. Plans to revise NCB datagathering techniques are described
below:
a. CATI

This technology Involves programming
the questionnaire Into a computer at a
centralized telephone facility and, In
place of a paper-and-pencil questionnaire, flashing questionnaire Items onto
a video monitor for the interviewer to
read. Responses are entered at the
interviewer's keyboard during the
interview and become part of the data
record for that respondent. This
procedure reduces error In all phases of
data production: Interviewing, data
entry, and processing. It Improves
interviewer performance by letting supervisors unobtrusively monitor and
aSsist Interviewers.
After several years of development
work, the Census Bureau began rigorous
testing in January 1987. The Bureau
aImed to determine the impact of CATI
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on data quality, reporting rates, costs,
and work distribution amOI,i\ phone and
field interviewers. Test caseD were
drawn from NCB sample households.
Evaluation of CATI has been very
positive, and this mode of data
collection will be implemented for
eligible respondents who are given the
new NCS questionnaire In January
1990. CATI, however, will not be
utilized in certain circumstances:
• All NCS Interviews for the Initial and
fifth I)f the seven scheduled Interviews
for households in sample will be conducted In person to elevate response
rates and to establish and maintain rap·
port with respondents. No household
will receive Its initial NCS contact
from a CATI facUlty.
• Respondents without access to a telephone or who refuse during the first
Interview to receive subsequent interviews by telephone will continue to be
interviewed in person.
• To minimize disruption of fleldInterviewer staffing and workloads and
to avoid elimination of some slngleinterviewer Primary Sampling Units
(PSU's), CATI will only be Implemented
in PSU's that are covered by more than
one Interviewer.
b. CAPI

CAPI uses technology similar to CATI,
except thnt the questionnaire Is
programmed into a portable laptop
computer, Instead of a computer In a
centralized telephone facility, and
would be used by N CS field interviewers. Although this technology does not
allow the unobtrusive monitoring capabilities provided by CATI, It offers
many of the same error-reduction
features for interviewing and data
processing. While CAPI shows promise
for NCS applications, development has
not advanced to the point where BJB
can make a firm commitment to adopt
it.
Co

Telephone interviewing

Evaluations of NCS data collected by
telephone have revealed no dislJernible
biases when compared to field Interviews but have shc,wn 'evidence of substantial cost savings. As a result, the
agency has adopted a policy of collectIng as much oata as possible by telephone. When CATI is implemented !n
1990, all households in multlpleinterviewer PSU's scheduled for telephone interviews will be contacted by
the CATI facility. Telephone-eligible
households in remaining PSU's will be
contacted by field interviewers from
their own homes. ':

4. Respondent rules

In addition to the uniform screening
strategy discussed above, BJS considered one other change in rules for
selecting and interviewing respondents. When the survey was originally
implemented, all household members
age 14 and older were interviewed directly to determine whether they had
experienced any violent or personal
property crimes. Proxy interviews
were obtained for the youngest eligible
respondents, ages 12 and 13. However,
studies of proxy data showed that proxy
interviews produced less reliable data
than personal interviews. Consequently,
the redesign project advocated interviewing all respondents age 12 and
older, a procedure that BJS adopted
beginning in July 1986. Proxy interviews of 12- and 13-year-old respondents are now conducted only when a
responsible adult In the household
refuses to allow a personal interview.
C. Enhancement of analysis options

Although the NCS offers a rich
source of data on the Incidence and
characteristics of personal and
household victimization, a number of
shortcomings have been identified as
BJS and other users have gained experience with NCS data. Consequently,
revisions are being made to Improve the
analytic utility of the data set. These
changes include-• altering the scope of crimes measured
by the NCB
• adding questions to provide new independent variables
• revising questions dealing with the
outcomes of crime
• including topical supplements to the
NCS on a regular basis.
1. Altering the scope of NCS crimes
One of the goals of the N CS redesign
project was to Investigate ways in
which the scope of measured crimes
could be expanded. A number of the
crimes studIed did not appear to be
promising for measurement using victim survey methods because of the
rarity of the crime or concerns about
the potential unreliability of victim
reports. Vandalism, however, appeared
to be a promising addition to the survey, and measurement of this crime
wlll be introduced at the same time the
new short-cues screener is implemented.
Several measurement difficulties had
to be overcome before vandalism could
be included as a regular NCS crime
type. One problem was that personal
and household vandalism had to be distinguished from other types of vandal-

ism not In scope for the survey, such as
damage to common areas in apartment
buildings or to neighborhood objects
such as street signs. Other crimes,
partlculal'ly attempted burglary, may
be confused with vandalism because
they have characteristics in common,
such as damage to screens or windows.
T.o minimize such problems, all vandalism screening and incident data
collection wlll be performed after
screening for all other NCS crimes and
before incident reports for any of these
other crimes are taken.
Although the NCS will soon gather nev
data on this type of crime, the scope of
crimes covered will be narrowed in
.another way: Personal larceny without
contact will be virtually eliminated as a
discrete crime classification. All
larcenies, except for personallarce.nies
with contact (for example, pocket
picking and purse snatching) and those
related to motor vehicles, wlll be
recorded as household larcenies,
regardless of which household member
first reports the Incident. This change
will eliminate the analytic and conceptual difficulties caused by the current
definitions of larceny, which classify
some larcenies as personal or household
solely on the basis of the location from
which property was stolen. This new
classification scheme will also not rely
on distinctions regarding which household member(s) own stolen property,
thus avoiding difficult decisions that
affect larceny estimation and assignment of Incidents to IndIvidual records
in NCS data fUes.

the circumstances under which victimization is more or less likely to occur.
To remedy this, questions dealing with
lifestyle were tested in a Victim Risk
Supplement (VRS) to the NCS in 1984.
As a result, items dealing with the
frequency of several routine activities
(shopping, evenings away from home,
and use of public transportation) have
been incorporated Into the short-cues
screener. In addition, in 1986 BJS
added several new Items to the NCS
Incident form to help assess vulnerability to victimization. These questions
measure whether the incident occurred
in an area open to the public, whether
It occurred outdoors, and the distance
of the place of victimization from the
respondent's home. Finally, to measure
lifestyle predictors of victimization In
more detail, BJS plans to administer at
least one additional supplement similar
to the VR8. This supplement will be
administered after phase-in of the new
questionnaire has been completed.
c. Other independent variables. In
addition to the information described
above, other new or revised questionnaire items useful for illuminating the
dynamics of criminal victimization were
incorporated into the incident form in
1986. These include new questions
dealing with perceived substance abuse
by offenders and with multiple victimizations by the same offender.
Expanded coding has also been Implemented for the place of crime occurrence and for use of a weapon by
offenders.
3. Outcome variables

2. New independent variables
a. Victim behavior. One problem with
the original questionnaire was its failure to provide much useful information
on the interaction between victims and
offenders during a violent crime incident. To correct this deficiency, in
1986 detailed questions were added
asking respondents what they did about
the incident while It was in progress,
whether they believed their actions
helped or hurt their situation, and what
the nature of the Impact was. Questions were also added to determine the
effect of actions by other individuals
who were present and to e~amine
whether the respondent, the offender,
or someone else was the first to use, or
threaten to use, physical force.
b. Lifestyle variables. The N CS has
always collected detailed demographic
information about respondents and
households In the sample. While these
data are useful for distinguishing the
victimization experiences of special
populations, they do little to illuminate
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Al though the N CS has provided a large
quantity of data on the consequences of
victimization, a number of changes
have been made to improve its analytic
flexiblUty in this area. These alterations include clarification of the
means used by offenders to cause injury, expanded coding for property loss,
and new items detailing contacts with
the criminal justice system.
4. &1pplements

In addition to improving the analytic
potential of the ongoing NCS, BJS plans
to attach periodic supplements to the
survey more frequently. Some supplements would Include regularly scheduled sets of Items to collect data that
are not essential for ongoing administration. Others would be one-time
supplements on crime-related topics of
interest to !?olicymaklng officials.

,
I

~

I

I

Supplement planning is well under
way. BJS and the National Institute of
Justice (NIJ) have developed a Jointly
sponsored research program using the
NCS to collect data on special topics
relevant to both criminal justice policy
and basic knowledge of criminal victimIzation. Through a competitive process, BJS and NIJ will select a research
firm to coordinate development of the
questionnaire for each one-time topical
supplement. The organization selected
will soUclt expert assistance to develop
questions and issues to be covered.
These experts wlll also be asked to
suggest strategies for analyzing the
resulting data set. BJS and NIJ will
fund analyses of supplement data.
Attaching supplements to the NCB
must be guided by concern for the impact on responses to regular NCS questions and the potential for affecting
.NCS rates. Coat and the avaUablllty of
Census Bureau staff will aiso place constraints on the supplement program.
Two supplements have already been
scheduled. One dealing with school
crime was developed during fiscal 1988,
with data collection In fiscal 1989.
Secondly, after the new short-cues
screener has been fully Implemented in
1991, BJS will repeat a Victim Risk
Supplemen~ simUar to the one carried
out in February 1984.

IV. TransItion to a revised NCB
BJS, Census Bureau staff, and the
NCS Redesign Consortium recognized
from the outset that the redesign might
affect NCS rates. For Instance, a revised NCB screener is llkely to elevate
rates solely because it Is more effective in soliciting reports of crime.
PlaMing discussions on implementing
changes reached an early consensus
that survey revisions should be made 81
quickly 81 possible so that analysis of
Important new questions could begin,
but that revisions should be coordinated
to minimize potential disruption to the
NCS series. The strategy choaen to realize these goals W81 to divide propoaed
revisions into two groups-those that
had potential for affecting NCS rates
and those that had little likelihood of
doing so. Proposed changes Judged to
be non-rate affecting were pretested by
the Census Bureau and implemented In
July 1986. Remaining revisions that
show promise In further pretesting wUl
be implemented beglMlng In 1989. AI
many rate-affecting changes as possible
will be Implemented simultaneously to
provide a clean series break, thereby
minimizing serlel disruption.

Various modeis have been discussed
to calibrate data collected with new
Instruments against data collected with
older ones. Current plans call for the
Census Bureau to administer the old
and new instruments concurrently at
half-sample each for 18 months during
phase-in of the new instrument. This
plan should provide adequate data for
testing and selecting an appropriate
statistical splice for the two series. By
controlllng for rate-affecting changes
introduced by the new questionnaire,
this splice will allow comparisons of
data collected before and after the
rate-affecting changes for at least the
major crime types.
BJS and the Census Bureau have
agreed on a four-component comprehensive plan for the remaining
implementatiom
A. Testing

A three-wave national test of 1,000
cases will be used for finai revisions of
the short-cues questionnaire. Data for
the first two waves were collected In
February/March and August/September
1988, and the remaining wave will be
administered in February/March 1989.
Respondents are drawn from unused
NCS sample cases. A control group of
1,000, having the same maturity in
sample as the test group, was selected
from the regular NCS sample to facUitate comparisons of current and proposed
screening strategies. Experience with
the revised questionnaire will allow
refinement of questionnaire content
and study of both cumulative response
rates and multi-wave trends In victimIzation reporting.

Do PIwse-ln
A three-step, phased implementation of
the new questioMaire will begin in
January 1989, when an instrument
reflecting experience from the first
wave of the national test will be
implemented for a random 596 of
regular NCS cases. This first step of
the phase-In will give Census Bureau
field office personnel experience In
using the new questionnaire and wUl
allow us to Identify and correct problems. Data collected with the new Instrument during this step of the phaseIn wUl not be used for estimation.
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Final revisions to the questionnaire
will be incorporated after all three
pretests are completed. This revised
Instrument will be Implemented for a
random 5096 of the NCS sample in January 1990. At the same time, CATI
will aiso be fully implemented In sample households assigned to receive the
new questionnaire. The final step of
the phase-In calls for the new questionnaire and CATI to be Implemented for
the full sample in July 1991. In
addition to providing adequate data for
developing a statistical splice, this plan
enables BJS to continue publishing annlJai and yearly change estimates during
phase-in. It also provides adequate
time to detect and aorrect problems
before data collected with the new
questionnaire mUlit be relied on for
official estimates.

c.

Statistical splice

Work on this activity should begin in
1991. Statistical models will be
developed to adjust for the effects of
long-term changes (for example, differences in screener efficiency and
data collection modes) on victimization
reporting. Adjustment factors will be
developed for major crime types and
poasibly for other Important variables if
reliable differences are found. Secondstep phase-In data will be used for
these analyses. This activity should be
completed by July 1992.
D. Procellh. system

A new processing system must be
written to prepare NCB data files and
produce aMual tabulations. This work
may begin as soon as final questionnaire
decisions are made and should be completed before the new questionnaire is
implemented for the full sample in July
1991.

V. Conclusion

The Bureau of Justice Statistics has
devoted more than a decade to evaluating all aspects of the National Crime
Survey, beginning with the National
Academy of Sciences report and
extending through the NCS redesign
project. The NCS is one of the largest
surveys conducted by the Federal Government. Given Its centrall'ole In
providing data and statistics on the
incidence of criminal victimization in
the United States, it clearly merits the
quality of scrutiny that thls report
describes.
The redesign project will not be
complete until BJS has granted final
approval for several planned revisions
and implemented approved changes
successfully. Phase-In of the new questionnaire Is scheduled to begin In
January 1989 and should be completed
by July 1991, if earlier stages of
Implementation have revealed no major
problems. The various decision points
for questionnaire implementation are
presented In the flowchart on pages ..
and 5. In addition to questionnaire
changes, several other Issues remain to
be resolved before the project Is completed. The most important of these is
the implementation of a person-based
longitudinal design.

In making final design decisions, BJS
had to balance the consortium's recommendations against the organizational
and budgetary constraints Inherent In
an ongoing survey program. Although
we were not able to adopt all revisions
suggested by the consortium, we believe that the redesigned survey Is the
~st that can now realIstically be
achieved. We expect that the revised
version of the National CrIme Survey
will provide a more reliable, flexible,
and useful data series on household and
personal victlrlzation well Into the
next century.
4Por a more comprehensive description of the NCB
redesign, see Redesign of the National Crime
Survey, NCJ-111457, PebrullfY 1989. BJS will
continue to present results from the redeal,,"
project In a varl!lty of formats, Including Special
Reports and Technlc9.1 Reports that present data
from the new questionnaire Items and outline
technical IliBues raised by analysilJ of new data.

The Assistant Attorney General,
Ofrlce of Justice Programs, coordinates the activities ot the
following program offices and
bureaus: the Bureau of Justice
Statistics, National Institute of
Justice, Bureau of Justice Assistance, Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, and
the Office for Victims of Crime.

The NCS Redesign Consortium was
charged with recommending the best
possible design for a survey...to collect
data on criminal victimization. BJS Is
satisfied that the high-quality research
and development done for this project
have provided the best available
methodological information for Improving the NOS.
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Bureau of Justice Statistics
Technical Reports are wrltte,~
principally by BJS staff. This
l'epo?t was prepared by Bruce M.
Taylor, who monitored the NCS
redesign project under the super.,
vision of Patsy A. Klaus and
Charles R. Klndermann. BJS
Deputy Director Benjamin H.
Renshaw III edited the report and
chaired the Implementation Task
Force. Thomas Hester provlded
additional editorial assistance.
Other NCS staff at BJS who provided assistance on the project
were Michael R. Rand, Marshall
DeBerry, Richard Dodge, Caroline
Wolt Harlow, Kelly Shim,
Catherine J. Whitaker, and Anita
Tlmrots (formerly of BJS).
Marilyn Marbrook administered
publication, assisted by Tina
Dorsey, Jeanne HarriS, and Yvonne
Shields.
The major research and devralopment effort of the NOS redesign
was done by a number of organizations, principally the Bureau of
Social Scie~ce Research, the
Survey Research Center at the
University of Michigan, and the
Research Triangle Institute.
At the Bureau of the Census,
invaluable assistance for NCS
research and development was
provided by James R. Wetzel
(Chlef, Center for Demographic
Studies), Robert N. Tinari (Chief,
Crime Surveys Branch)~ Lawrence
S. McGinn (Deputy Chief and subsequent Chief, Crime Surveys
Branch), and Charles H. Alexander
(Chief, Victimization and Expenditure Survey Branch, Statistical
Methods Division).
March 1989, NCJ-1l5571

Bureau of Justice Statistics
reports
(revised January 1989)

Call tolHree 800-732-3277 (local
301-251-5500) to order BJS reports,
to be added to one of the BJS mailing
lists, or to speak to a reference
specialist In statistics at the Justice
Statistics CILI r;lnghouse, National
Criminal Just!ce Reference Service,
Box 6000, Rockville, MD 20850.
BJS maintains the following
mailing lists:
• Drugs and crime da:a (new)
• White-collar crIme (new)
• National Crime Survey (annual)
• Corrections (annual)
• JUvenile corrections (annual)
• Courts (annual)
• Privacy and security of criminal
history Information and
Information policy
• Federal statistics (annual)
• BJS bulletins and special reports
(approximately twice a. month)
• Sourcebook of Criminal Justice
Statistics (annual)
Single copies of reports are free; use
NCJ number to order. Postage and
handling are charged for bulk orders
of single reports. For single copies of
multiple titles, up to 10 titles are free;
11-40 titles $10; more than 40, $20;
libraries call for special rates.
Public-use tapes of BJS data sets
and other criminal justice data are
available from the National Archive
of Criminal Justice Data (formerly
CJAIN), P.O. Box 1248, Ann Arbor, 1;·:1
48106 (toll-free 1-800-999-0960).

National Crime Survey
Criminal victimization In the U.S.:
1986 (final report), NCJ-111456, 9/88
1985 (final report), NCJ·1 04273, 5/87
1984 (final report), NCJ·1 00435, 5/86
1983 (final report), NCJ·96459, 10/85
BJS special reperts:
The redesigned National Crime
Survey: Selected new data, NCJ114748,1/89
Motor vehicle theft, NCJ-1 09978,3/88
Elderly victiMS, NCJ-107676, 11/87
Violent crime trends, NCJ-107217,
11/87
Robbery victims, NCJ-1 04638,4/87
Violent crime by strangers and
nonstrangers, NCJ'103702, 1/87
Preventing domestic violence against
women, NCJ-1 02037, 8/86
Crime prevention measures,
NCJ-1 00438, 3/86
The UB9 of weapons In committing
crimes, NCJ-9964a, 1/86
Reporting crimes to the pOlice, NCJ99432, 12/85
Locatll'lg city, suburban, and rural
crime, NCJ-99535, 12/85
The risk of violent crime, NCJ-97119,
5/85
The economic cost of crime to victims,
NCJ·93450, 4/84
ramlly violence, NCJ-93449, 4/84

t

Response to screening queatlons In the
National Crime Survay (BJS technical
report), NCJ'97624, 7/85
Victimization and fear of crime: World
perspectives, NCJ·93872, 1/85, $9.15
The National Crime Survey: Working
papers, vol. I: Current and historical
perspectives. NCJ-75374, 8/82
vol. II: Methodological studies,
NCJ'90307,12/84

Corrections
BJS bulletins and special reports:
'Capltal punishment 1987, NCJ-111939,
7/88
Drug use and crime: State prison
Inmate survey, 1986, NCJ-111940,
7/88
Prisoners In 1987, NCJ-110331, 4/80
Timed sel'\'ed In prison and on parole
1984,NCJ-108544,1/88
Profile of State prison Inmates, 1966,
NCJ-109926,1/88
Imprisonment In four countries, NCJ103967, 2/87
Population density In State prisons,
NCJ-1 03204, 12/86
State and Federal prisoners, 1925·85,
102494, 11 /8C!
Prison adm Isslons and releases, 1 983,
NCJ-1 00582,3/86
Examining recidivism, NCd·96501, 2/85
Returning to prison, NCJ'95700, 11/84
Time served In prison, NCJ-93924, 6/84

Correctional populations In the U.S.:
1986, NCJ-111611, 1/69
1985, NCJ-l03957, 2/88
Historical statistics on prisoners In state
and Federal Institutions, yearend
1925'86, NCJ-111 098, 6/88
1984 census of State adult correctional
facilities, NCJ-1 05585,7/87
Historical corrections statistics In the
U.S., 1850-1984, NCJ·1 02529,4/87
1979 survey o/Inmatos 01 State correctional
lacll/ties and 1979 census 0/ State
correctional/a eli/ties:
BJS special reports:
The prevalence of Imprisonment,
NCJ-93657, 7/85
Career patterns In crime, NCJ88672,6/83
BJS bulletins:
Prisoners and'drugs, NCJ·67575,
3/83
Prisoners and alcohol, NCJ·86223,
1/83
Prisons and prisoners, NCJ-80697,
2/82
Veterans In prison, NCJ-79232, 11/81
Census 01 Jails and survey 0/ Jail Inmates:
BJS bulletins and special rep oris:
Jail Inmates, 1987, NCJ-114319,
12/88
Drunk driving, NCJ-1 09945,2/88
Jail Inmates, 1986, NCJ-107123,
10/87
The 1983 Jail census, NCJ-95536,
11/84

Census of locill Jails, 1983: Data for
Individual j&lIs, vols. HV, Northeast,
Midwest, South, West, NCJ-112796-9;
vol. V, Selected findings, methodology,
summary tables, NCJ-112795, 11/88
Our crowded Jails: A national plight,
NCJ-111846,8/88

BJS bulletins:
Criminal victimization 1987, IlCJ113587, 10/88
Households touched by crime, 1987,
NCJ-111240,5/88
The crime of rape, NCJ·98777, 3/85
Household burglary, NCJ·96021, 1/85
Violent crime by strangers, NCJ·80829,
4/82
Crime and the elderly, NCJ-79614, 1/82
Measuring crime, NCJ-75710, 2/81

BJS bulletins:
Probation and parole:
1987, NCJ·113948, 11/88
1 986, NCJ-1 08012, 12/87
1985, NCJ-103683, 1/87
Setting prison terms, NCJ-76218, 8/83

Redsslgn of the National Crime
, Survey, NCJ-111457, 1/89
The seasonality of crlma victimization,
NCJ-111033,6/88
Sarle. crime.: Report of a field te.t (BJS
technical report), NCJ-1 04615, 4/87
Crime and older Americans Information
package, NCJ-104569, $10, 5/87
Lifetime likelihood of victimization, (BJS
technical report), NCJ-1 04274,3/87
Teenage Victim., NCJ-1 03138,12/86

Pmrole In the U.S., 1980 and 1981,
NCJ-87387,3/86
Characteristics of persons entering
parole during 1978 and 1979, NCJ87243,5/83

Parole and probation

BJS special reports:
Time served In prison and on parole,
1984, NCJ-108544, 1/88
Recidivism of young parolees, NCJ104916,5/87

Children in custody
Census of public and private Juvenile
detention, correctional, and shelter
facilltles, 1975·85, NCJ-114065,
12/86
Survey of youth In custody, 1987
(special report), NCJ-113365, 9/88
Public Juvenile facilities, 1985
(bulletin), NCJ-102457, 10/86
1982-83 census of Juvenile detention
and correctional facilities, NCJ·
101886, 9/86

Expenditure and employment
BJS bulla tins:
Justice expenditure and employment:
1985, NCJ-1 04460, 3/87
1983, NCJ-1 01776,7/86
1982, NCJ·98327, 8/85

Justice expenditure and emp!oymant:
Extracts, 1962 ancl1983, NCJ'106629,
8/88
Extracts, 1980 and 1981, NCJ-96007,
6/85
1971-79, NCJ'92596, 11/84.

Courts
BJS bullellns:
Criminal defense for the poor, 1966,
NCJ'112919,9/88
State felony courts and felony laws,
NCJ'1 06273,8/87
The growth of appeals: 1973·83 trends,
NCJ-96381,2/85
Case filings In State courtll 19B3,
NCJ-'l5111, 10/84
BJS special reports:
Felony case-processing time, NCJ101985,8/86
Felony sentenCing In 18 local jurlsdlc·
tlons, NCJ'97681, 6/85
The preva'ence 01 guilty pleas, NCJ'
96018, ~ 2/84
Sentencing practices In 13 States,
NCJ-95399, 10/84

Sentencing outcomes In 28 felony
courts, NCJ·105743, 8/87
National criminal defense systems study,
NCJ·94702, 10/86
The prosecution of felony arrests:
1982, NCJ-106990, 5/88
1981, NCJ-101380, 9/86, $7.60
Felony laws of the 50 States and the
District of Columbia, 1986,
NCJ-1 05066,2/88, $14.70
State court model statistical dictionary,
Supplement, NCJ·98326, 9/85
1st edition, NCJ·62320, 9/80

Privacy and security
Compendium of State privacy and security
legislation:
1987 overview, NCJ-l11097, 9/88
1987 full report (1,497 pages,
microfiche only), NCJ·113021, 9/88
Criminal Justice Information policy:
Public access to criminal history r<!Cord
Information, NCJ-111458, 11/88
Juvlfnlle records and recordkaepln"
systems, NCJ-112815, 11/88
Automated fingerprint Identification
systems: Technology lind policy
Issues, NCJ-104342, 4/87
Criminal Justice "hot" file.,
NCJ-101850, 12/86
Crime control lind criminal records
(BJS special report), NCJ·99176,
10/85
State criminal records raposltorlas
(BJS technical report), NCJ·99017,
10/85
Data quality of criminal history records,
NCJ-9a079,10/85
Intelligent:. and Investigative record.,
NCJ·95787,4/85
Victim/witness legl8latlon: An ove,.
view, NCJ..94365, 12/84
~roceodlngs of BJS/SEARCH
conference:
Open va. confld.ntlal records,
NCJ-113560, 11/88
Data quality pollcla. and
proceduras, NCJ-101849, 12/86
Information policy and crime control
strategle., NCJ·93926, 10/84

Computer crime
BJS special reports:
Electronic fund transfer fraud, NCJ96666,3/65
Electronic fund transfer and crime,
NCJ'92650, 2/84

Electronic fund transf.r systems fraud,
NCJ·100461,4/86
Computer security techniques, NCJ84049,9/82
Electronic fund transfer systems and
crime, NCJ'83736, 9/82
Expert witness manual, NCJ'77927, 9/81,
$11.50

Federal justice statistics
The Federal civil Justice system (BJS
bulletin), NCJ·1 04769,7/87
Employer perceptions of workplace
crime, NCJ'101851, 7/87, $6

Federal offenses and offenders
BJS special reports:
Drug law violators, 1960'811, NCJ·
111763,6/88
Pretrial release and detention:
The Ball Reform Act of 1984,
NCJ-1 09929,2/88
Whlte·collar crime, NCJ-106876, 9/87
Pretrial release and misconduct, NCJ96132,1/85
BJS bullellns:
Bank robbery, NCJ·94463, 8/84
Federal drug low violators, NCJ·
92692,2/84

General
BJS bullellns and special reports:
Profile of State and local law
enforcement agencies, NCJ·113949,
11/88
International crime rates, NCJ'110176,
5/88
Tracking offenders, 1964, NCJ-109686,
1/88
BJS telephone contacts '87, NCJ102909, 12/86
Tracking offenders: White-collar crime,
NCJ-102867,11/86
Police employment and expendltura,
NCJ-100117,2/86
Tracking offenders: The child victim,
NCJ-95785, 12/84

Sourcebook of crimIna; Justice statistiCS,
1987, NCJ·111612, 9/88
Report to the Nation on crlml8 a"d
Justice:
Sticond edition, NCJ-1 05506,6/86
Technical a9pendlx, NCJ·112011,
8/88
Drugs & crime data:
Rolodex card, 600'666-3332, 8/88
Data center & clearinghouse brochure,
BC'000092,2/88
.. guide to BJS data, NCJ-109956, 2/88
Criminal Justice microcomputer guide
and software catalog, NCJ-112178,
8/88
Proceadlngs of the third workshop on law
and Justice statistics, NCJ-112230,
7/88
BJS data report, 1987, NCJ-11 0643,
5/88
BJS annual report, fisc811987,
NCJ-1 09928,4/88
1986 directory of Butomated criminal
Justice Informatl?n sytems, NCJ102260,1/87, $20
Publications of 8JS,1971-84: A topical
bibliography, TB030012, 10/86, $17.50
BJS publications: Selected library In
microfiche, '1971-84, PR030012,
10/86, $203 domestic
Natlo"al survey of crime seve·'r~, NCJ96017,10/85
Criminal Victimization of District of
Columbia residents and Capliol Hill
employe.s, 1982-83, NCJ-~7982;
Summary, NCJ·98567, 9/85
How to gain access to BJS data
(brochure), BC·000022, 9/84
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To. be added to. any BJS mailing list, co.py
o.r cut o.ut this page, fill it in and mail it to.:

oco.rrect,thecheck
mailing label belo.w is
here and do. no.t
If

fill in name and address.

Justice Statistics Clearingho.use/NCJRS
U.S. Department o.f Justice
User Services Department 2
Box 6000
Rbckville, MD 20850

You will receive an
annual renewal card.
If you do not return it,
we must drop you from
the mailing list.

Name:
Title:
Organizatio.n:
Street er bex:
City; State, Zip:
Daytime phone number:
Interest in criminal justice (or organizatien and title if you put home address above):
Please put me o.n the

o
D

o

o

maili~

list fo.r-

Justice expenditure and emplo.yment reports--annual spending
and staffing by Federal/State/
local governments and by functien (po.lice,courts, etc.)

o
D

White-co.llar crime--da ta o.n the}
pro.cessing of Federal whiteNew!
cellar crime cases
Privacy and security o.f criminal
histo.ry info.rmation and info.rmatio.n policy--new legislatien;
maintaining and releasing
intelligence and investigative
reco.rds; data quality issues
Federal statistics--data describing Federal case pro.cessing, fro.m
investigatio.n thro.ugh presecutio.n,
adjudication, and co.rrectio.ns

·u.s. Department of Justice
Bureau of Justics Statistics

Washington, D.C 20s31

Technical
Report

0

0

Juvenile co.rrections reports-juveniles in custo.dy in public and
priva te detentio.n and co.rr~ctional facili ties

0

Corrections reports--resul ts of
sample surveys and censuses of
ja ils, priso.ns, paro.le, pro.batio.n,
and o.ther co.rrections data

Drugs and crime data--sentencing
and time served by drug o.ffenders, drug use at time o.f crime by
jail inmates and State priso.ners,
and ether quality data en drugs,
crime, and law enfercement

0

National Crime Survey reports-the only regular natio.nal survey
o.f crime v,ictims

BJS bulletins and special reports
--timely reports of the mo.st
current justice data
Prosecution and adjudication in
State courts--case processing
fro.m prosecution through co.urt
disposition, State felo.ny laws,
felony sentencing, criminal
defense

Official Business
Penalty for Private Use $300

0
D

Sourcebook of Criminal Justice
Statistics (annual)--bro.ad-based
data from 150+ so.urces (400,+
tables, 1Q0+ figures, index)
Send me a form to. sign up fdr NlIJ
Reports (issued free 6 times a
year), which abstracts bo.th
private and government .cri minal
justice publicatio.ns and lists
conferences and training sessio.ns
in the field.
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